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Correction to: Nature Communications https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-019-12020-z, published online 4 October 2019.

The original version of this Article has been corrected to include an extended Competing interests declaration: ‘KF and GB are co-
developers of the River Styles Framework. River Styles foundation research has been supported through competitive grant schemes and
university grants. Consultancy-based River Styles short courses taught by KF and GB are administered by Macquarie University. River
Styles contract research is administered by Macquarie University and University of Auckland. River Styles as a trade mark expires in
May 2020. TD declares no conflict of interest.’ This replaced the original Competing interests declaration: ‘K.F. and G.B. are co-
developers of the River Styles Framework. T.D. declares no competing interests.’ This has been corrected in both the PDF and HTML
versions of the Article.
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